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of the legislative organ to vary without special consultations and,
may be, direct reference to the electors, the system and principles of
government which have been set up with solemn formalities by agree-
ment between all major political interests in the State.
A documentary constitution will normally reflect theoretical be-
liefs. It is, therefore, not surprising that in our own country, where
progress has been achieved less by adherence to philosophical con-
cepts than by the process of trial and error, no written formulae have
been embodied in a code of rules for government. Hence there is no
constitutional document which can form the starting-point of u
student's instruction in the constitutional law of the United King-
dom, and it is said that there exists no written constitution. Never-
theless, without abandoning our instinctive dislike of declaring our
political philosophy in terms of law, written constitutions have been
framed for British communities overseas, whether as colonies or as
members of the British Commonwealth, in terms of organs and
general rules for their operation. It is noteworthy that such con-
stitutions stop short of attempting to enact fundamental concepts in
terms of law. Thus they contain no definition of responsible govern-
ment; they do not guarantee the primary rights of the subject, In
effect they provide little more than the machinery of government,
They are, however, helpful to the student as showing that the "un-
written" constitution of the United Kingdom can bo reduced, at all
events in part, to written, Le* specifically enacted, form.
An important consequence of the absence of a written constitution
is that there is no part of the machinery of government, whether
organs or functions, which is protected against change by the special
requirements for altering a written constitution, This gives Parlia-
ment, and in particular, the House of Commons, where the Govern-
ment normally has an adequate majority, a special responsibility not
to use its power of changing the law for the purpose of altering those
parts of the machinery of government which have acquired through
long usage a special value for preserving the accepted form of poli-
tical institutions. Equally the power is available for the purpose of
achieving constitutional amendment with the minimum of formality
where it is desired on all sides, as for example when war conditions
demand the sacrifice of a well-established rule for the* time being.
Such flexibility then has its advantages as well as its dangers. With
this explanation we can proceed to discuss the question what is con-
stitutional law, with special reference to our own country,
There is no hard and fast definition of constitutional law* In the
generally accepted use of the term it means th$ rules which tgplaie
thg structure of the principal organs of government and their relation-
ship to each other, and determine their principal functiorL3. These rules
consist both of legal rules in the strict sense and of usages, commonly

